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DATA SOURCE

Brookline Neighborhood Boundary:
On-screen digitized from 1994 Brookline Assessor’s Neighborhood Map
Boundary lines that follow the streets were derived from Boston Edison Co.’s street center line coverage. Boundary lines that follow the property lines were estimated.

Boston Edison Company (BECo.) Data:
STRTEDGE: Street Edge coverage. Polygons which represent the visible edge of pavement or curbing.
BKLBND: Brookline Town Boundary.
RLRD: Rail Road coverage. Arcs which represent rail roads.
BRDG: Bridge coverage. Arcs which represent bridges.
LANDBASE: Coverage contains arcs and points which represent the following features: streams, lakes, rivers, shorelines, bridges, tunnels, railroads, landmarks, survey monuments, geodetic controls, and island shores.
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